
“Very well done if you got that at home” by Trigon 

 

ACROSS 

 

1 Get rid of clergy’s penitential attire (9) 

6 It’s not stimulating, being faced with return 

 of series (5) 

9 You and I will follow end of ‘Goodwood –

 Live’ (5) 

10 How ‘Futile’ is spelt on transmission (9) 

11 Stable man, it’s said, leads Pointless (3) 

12 George frequently disorderly here, needing 

 a couple before moving on (4,2,5)  

14 Anxious, upset or wired (7) 

15 Programmes are scheduled around publicity 

 appearances (7) 

16 Agreed, program gave wrong answer (7) 

19 Wrapped up in routine, dash madly when 

 programme’s set for airing imminently? (7) 

22 Confidence trickster dealing in IOUs, still 

 (11) 

23 Country*’s brief entry often awarded nul 

 points (1,1,1) 

24 “Grr!” Moan like crazy touring St Louis, for 

 example (9) 

25 In microcosm, a natural TV man (5) 

27 Who took speaker’s role, addressing 

 royalty: Alexander Armstrong? Richard 

 Osman? Neither, originally (5) 

28 Sloth with rest disrupted by songbirds (9) 

 

 

*and, by ‘country’, we mean a sovereign state that’s 

a member of the UN in its own right 

 

 

 

DOWN 

 

1 Sold fraudulently, masked by saying “If 

 anything can go wrong, it will” (4,3) 

2 Editor laid into Richard, reeling having 

 dropped current resistance: “That’s so 

 cheesy!” (7) 

3 Electricity returned as GB divers oddly 

 going for special edition of Pointless (11) 

4 Put message on Facebook: “Missed call 

 for tea after work; caught up in Head-to-

 Head” (7) 

5 One German in audience losing patience 

 finally: “It’s atrocious!” (7) 

6 If I were small, it’d be pointless not to have 

 this (3) 

7 Celebrate narrow home win for so long (7)   

8 Extremely fearless Ms Rantzen entering 

 happily at first - elimination rankles (7) 

13 Key changes in broadcasts, lacking Osman’s 

 central contribution, as heard on radio (11)  

16 Fabled thief’s cover-up story deficient, to a 

 degree (3,4) 

17 Rubber or PVC for devious ploy by Miller?  

 Not bad... (7) 

18 Cryptically prod three couples to do this in 

 each show (4,3) 

19 More incorrect...nothing’s going for yours 

 truly; it’s mangling to go through this! (7) 

20 Falsely claimed the answer’s Pointless? 

 Never! (7) 

21 Protective clothing for Spooner’s single 

 experience of work at a chippy (1-6) 

25 Classic number presented by Xander, 

 not with that EastEnders woman? (3) 


